Design and Performance Evaluation of a New High Resolution Array Module for PET
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Abstract - We have designed a 2-D detector-array or high resolution PET scanners. The module consists of a partially segmented BGO block made of 16 x 18 crystals of dimension 3.35 x 3.30 x 30 mm coupled to a square envelope 3” x 3” position-sensitive PMT. The performance of the detector module was evaluated using a simulation model that we have developed and the design was optimized to provide high resolution, energy and timing characteristics, and ease in the construction. The energy resolution of the module at the photopeak was estimated to be 27\%, whereas the timing resolution of a coincident pair of modules was found to be 6.5 ns FWHM. The detector module has been used as a building block for a high resolution small animal positron tomograph.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for high resolution positron emission tomography (PET) scanner designs along with the absence of small sized photomultipliers (or other kinds of small size detectors of scintillating photons) to accommodate compact designs has lead to the use of block detectors [1-4] made of a 2-D array (4 x 8, 6 x 8, 8 x 8) of small BGO detectors coupled to a 2 x 2 array of commercially available photomultiplier tubes. Based on this gamma-ray detector technology several PET scanners are available, e.g. the GE PC-2048 [5], CTI-931 [6], CTI-831 [7] and CTI-953B [8] that provide high resolution and sensitivity PET images. In most designs however, the resolution is not isotropic, the transaxial resolution being about twice as good as the axial one. In addition the best transaxial resolution is about 3.5 mm.

Recently, there has been an increasing demand for PET system specifically designed for animal studies including oxygen and glucose metabolism and blood flow. Due to the small size of structures involved in small animal studies, high spatial resolution is required. Characteristic examples of such systems are the CTI-713 [9], the MRC small animal scanner [10], the Hamamatsu SHR-2000 [11] and SHR-7700 [12], the TOHR animal scanner [13] and the MicroPET [14]. The first two use 6 x 8 BGO detector block coupled to two dual PMTs whereas the others use small BGO array blocks coupled to position-sensitive PMTs.

We have designed a new high-resolution array module for PET to be used for the construction of a small-animal PET scanner. The module is based on a 18 x 16 partially segmented BGO block coupled to a position sensitive PMT. The performance of the module was evaluated and the design was optimized
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the proposed detector module. By cutting horizontal and vertical grooves to a certain depth, a 18 x 16 detector array is formed.

using the Monte Carlo simulation platform that we have developed and validated [15]. It should be noted that this is the first attempt to use simulation techniques to design multicrystal arrays with slotted light guides in the form of horizontal and vertical grooves cut into a large scintillator block [16].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The proposed detector array module consists of a BGO block forming the detector matrix coupled to a Hamamatsu R2487 position-sensitive PMT[17]. The R2487 is a 3” x 3” square envelope position-sensitive PMT. It has a bialkali photocathode, a 12-stage proximity mesh dynode structure, and multiple anode wires crossing one another in the X and Y directions. The most important characteristics of the PMT tube are summarized in Table I. The cross-wired anodes are spaced by 3.75 mm in the X direction and 3.7 mm in the Y direction. The output signals from each anode are divided through external resistive chains to produce the X and Y information for the centroid of the illumination of the anode. The spatial resolution of the PMT for 150 incident photons (typical for BGO crystals) is less than 1.5 mm [17], which indicates the possibility to use the particular PMT for high resolution PET scanner designs.

The detector matrix was formed by cutting horizontal and vertical grooves on a single BGO block of 67.5 x 59.2 mm, selected to fully cover the active area of the PMT. To match the number of anode segments of the PMT (18 + 16) 18 horizontal and 16 vertical grooves were cut on the detector block resulting to a total of 288 detectors coupled to a single PMT. The dimensions of each crystal in the array matrix is 3.75 mm x 3.70 mm (W x H). A schematic representation of the proposed detector module is shown in Fig. 1. The advantage of this design is that the array is formed on a single BGO block of 67.5 x 59.2 mm dimensions, even though the individual 3.75 x 3.7 mm detectors are still present. A possible disadvantage of this design would be the increased positioning inaccuracy of the block as a result of the optical crosstalk between individual detectors at the regions where no grooves are present.

To aid the design and the performance evaluation of the proposed detector module we used Monte Carlo simulation techniques. In particular, we used
Fig. 2: Distribution of photons arriving at the anode of the PMT when a central region of the detector array was illuminated. The two plots correspond for the case of grooves cut at 30 mm depth (a), and for grooves cut at 27 mm depth (b) respectively.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS - RESULTS

We used our simulation model to study the performance of the proposed BGO block coupled to a single position-sensitive PMT tube (R2487). The length of the BGO block used was 30 mm to ensure the absorption of the majority of incident -rays. As mentioned earlier, the detector matrix is formed by cutting horizontal and vertical grooves along the detector block. Since the depth of the grooves has an important effect in the performance of the detector module, we initially studied the relationship between the depth of the grooves and the positioning accuracy.

The detector matrix was uniformly illuminated with 511 keV -rays propagated inside the detector module. The resulting scintillation photons were propagated inside the detector matrix until they reached to the face of the crystal coupled to the PMT. For every incident -ray, the scintillation photons reaching the photomultiplier window are used to form the energy and timing signals of the PMT. It can be easily understood that for grooves of different length cut along the detector, the distribution of photoelectrons reaching the photocathode of the PMT would differ.

The distributions of photons reaching the photocathode of the PMT when a central region of the detector matrix is illuminated are shown in Fig. 2. The two distributions correspond to the case where the grooves are cut through (30 mm depth, which corresponds to the case of individual detectors) and where the grooves are cut at 27 mm depth respectively. It is clear that there is an increased spread in the photon distribution as the depth of the grooves is decreased. This is expected to decrease the positioning accuracy of the detector array block.

The main advantage of position-sensitive PMTs is that through their crossed wire anodes they provide information on the X and Y distribution of photons. In particular, each wire provides information on the total number of photons incident on the particular anode region covered by that wire. If \( I(x,y) \) is the spatial distribution of photons as they reach to the PMT anode, then we calculate
\[ f(x) = \int_{y} I(x,y)dy \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ g(y) = \int_{x} I(x,y)dx \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( f(x) \) and \( g(y) \) are the crossed wire anode signals. Fig. 3 shows the X crossed wire distribution when a central region of the detector block is illuminated for grooves cut at different depths. It is clear that the deeper the groove is cut the narrower the distribution of photons is within the crossed wires and the more accurate the positioning of the detected rays will be.

The crossed wire anodes can be connected to resistive chains so that they provide the X and Y coordinates of the centroid of the anode illumination. This can be useful in applications where the complexity of the electronics circuitry needs to be minimized. The above were simulated in our model by calculating the distribution of photons in both X and Y directions and then estimating the average X and Y position of these distributions. After the X and Y information has been estimated, the positioning accuracy of the design was also estimated by calculating the signed difference between the coordinates of the incident -ray and the estimated coordinates. The spread of the distribution of these differences can be used to quantify the positioning accuracy. This positioning accuracy of the detector array was studied with grooves cut at variable depths and the detector being uniformly illuminated with 511-keV -rays. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the residuals in the horizontal direction for different depths of the grooves. We can easily see that the deeper the groove is cut, the narrower the spread of the residuals distribution is. In order to quantify the positioning accuracy for different groove depths, the displacement distributions similar to those shown in Fig. 4 were fitted with Gaussian distributions, and the standard deviation of the fitted curves were used as a figure of merit for the positioning accuracy of the detector block. The results of this study are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear from that the highest positioning accuracy is achieved when the grooves are cut through (30 mm depth, which corresponds to the case of individual detectors). In general, the shorter the grooves are cut, the worse the positioning accuracy becomes.

One would like to achieve the positioning accuracy that individual coupling provides by using a detector array block instead of individual crystals. Along that direction, we concentrated on the case of a detector array with grooves cut at 27 mm depth.

This design provides a good compromise, since the positioning accuracy is close to that of the individual crystal coupling, and the grooves are short enough to prevent any possible fracture of individual crystals within the block due to their own weight. As shown in Fig. 5, the standard deviations of the distributions of the displacement in the X and Y directions are 2.77 and 2.34 mm respectively. The main factor responsible for the inaccuracy in the event positioning is the optical crosstalk between adjacent crystals, effect that is reduced by cutting deep grooves within the block.

In an effort to identify other factors responsible for the positioning inaccuracy, we illuminated separately each detector in the array and calculated the positioning accuracy for every individual detector. As a result, detectors in the periphery of the array had an absolute displacement larger than detectors at the central regions of the array. Specifically, the average X and Y displacements were found to be dependent on the corresponding row and column indices of the illuminated detector respectively. Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the positioning accuracy as a function of the row and column index of the illuminated detector within the multicrystal array with grooves cut at 27 mm depth. Examining the results drawn from this study, one can conclude that there is a systematic error in positioning the detected event, and the systematic error is larger in the periphery that the center of the detector matrix. It is therefore easily understood that the systematic error in positioning the event would result in the deterioration of the positioning accuracy of the detector array, if no correction is performed in the positioning signals. Using our simulation model we estimated the systematic errors done in positioning events for each crystal of the block being illuminated, and subsequently corrected the positioning signal for the particular systematic error. We then illuminated the block uniformly with 511-keV -rays and calculated the positioning accuracy after the positioning corrections were applied. Fig. 7 shows the displacement distributions when the detector block was uniformly illuminated and the displacement corrections were applied. For comparison purposes, the original distributions (before any corrections were performed) are superimposed. The resolution expressed as the standard deviation of the displacement distributions is 1.89 and 1.73 mm for the X and Y directions respectively. The corresponding resolution before any corrections were performed were 2.77 and 2.34 mm respectively. As we can see, there is a significant improvement in the performance of the detector block.
with grooves at 27 mm depth after the positioning correction is performed, and the positioning accuracy is comparable to the accuracy of the case where crystals are coupled individually to the PMT. Clearly the proposed design meets the design requirements; the simplicity that a multicrystal detector array offers combined with a positioning accuracy comparable to the positioning accuracy of individual detectors.

To complete the performance evaluation of the proposed detector unit design, we studied the energy and timing characteristics of the unit. Fig. 8 shows the energy distribution of the detected rays for a uniform illumination of the front face of the detector unit with 511-keV rays. The energy resolution at the photopeak is approximately 27% (FWHM) which is comparable to the energy resolution achieved with individual detector-PMT coupling [20]. The good energy resolution of the block is expected to allow the use of high values for the low energy threshold, and subsequently result in the rejection of a significant number of scattered coincidences when used as the building block of a PET scanner. Another advantage of the particular design is the high detection efficiency. For an energy threshold of 375 keV, we estimated detection efficiency of the detector array unit to be 77%. The high detection efficiency of the unit, even for a high value of the energy threshold, is a combined result of the high stopping power of BGO and the size of the detector block used which allows the incident rays to deposit most of their energy before exiting the block or being photoelectrically absorbed.

Timing resolution is another characteristic that was studied for the proposed detector unit. The timing resolution for a pair of detector units in coincidence is shown in Fig. 9. The timing resolution expressed in FWHM is calculated to be 6.5 ns. Clearly the timing characteristics of the proposed detector unit design are very good (for a BGO based detector unit) and would allow for a short time coincidence window in the coincidence detection circuitry of a PET scanner, thus reducing the number of random coincidences. A reason for the good timing characteristics of the proposed detector module is the absence of the long tails (Fig. 9) usually present in the coincidence timing distributions of BGO detector units as a result of rays exiting the detectors with only a small fraction of their energy deposited by means of Compton scattering. The proposed detector module design provides enough scintillating material so that a ray can deposit a significant fraction of its energy before exiting the unit.

IV. DISCUSSION

Using our simulation model we designed and studied the performance of a new high resolution detector array module for PET. The design is based on a 67.5 mm x 59.2 mm x 30 mm BGO block coupled to a position sensitive PMT. Horizontal and vertical grooves of 27 mm depth form the 18 x 16 crystal matrix. Systematic errors in positioning incident rays were estimated and corrected, thus providing with positioning resolutions of 1.89 mm and 1.73 mm respectively for the X and Y directions. The energy and timing resolution properties of the detector module were calculated to be 27% and 6.5 ns respectively. All these suggest that the proposed detector module can be used to built high resolution, multi-layer PET scanners. Based on these detector array, a high-resolution small animal positron tomograph has been designed and its performance has been evaluated [22]. The length of the block will have an effect on the dependence of spatial resolution on radial position inside the FOV. This can in part compensated by reducing the length of the block to say 2 cm for BGO, at the expense of sensitivity. Given that new materials have been developed (like LSO) the block can be used with much shorter lengths while being efficient. The same idea of the block using short crystals of CsI could be used for cameras. We are currently examining the possibility of designing new detector array units incorporating LSO scintillators and latest PS-PMTs.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the X crossed wires for illumination of a central region of the detector block with grooves cut 30 mm depth (a), 27 mm depth (b), 18 mm depth (c), and 0 mm depth (d).
Fig. 4. Horizontal residual $x$ of the detector block with grooves cut 30 mm depth (a), 27 mm depth (b), 18 mm depth (c), and 0 mm depth (d). The deeper the grooves, the smaller the residual is.
Fig. 5. The positioning accuracy of the detector array is plotted versus the depth of the grooves used. The positioning accuracy was calculated by estimating the standard deviation () of the displacement distribution of the detected -rays.

Fig. 6. Average horizontal (a) and vertical (b) displacement dependence with the row and column index of the illuminated detector. Detectors at the center of the block have almost zero average displacements whereas detectors in the periphery have large positive or negative displacements.
Fig. 7. Positioning accuracy of the detector array with uniform illumination after positioning correction. The accuracy is quantified as the standard deviation of the displacement distributions. Both the horizontal and vertical displacement distributions are shown. For comparison purposes, the correspondent distributions without any corrections are superimposed.

Fig. 8. Energy spectrum of the events detected by the multicrystal detector unit when illuminated uniformly with 511-keV $\gamma$-rays. The resolution at the photopeak expressed in FWHM is 27%.

Fig. 9. Distribution of coincident timing signals for a pair of detector units. Timing resolution expressed in FWHM is 6.5 ns.